


PREFACE 

The National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) is pleased to publish this 
eighteenth edition of Dr. M. M. Chambers' annual report of state tax appropriations for operating expenses of higher 
education. Dr. Chambers has coordinated a nationwide network of correspondents to help in this most useful collection 
of data summarizing state support for higher education. 

This year, Dr. Chambers notes that this support adds up to a weighted average rate of gain in all the fifty 
states of more than 24 percent over the preceding two fiscal years. This, Dr. Chambers points out, is nearly double 
the rate of price inflation over the same two years and represents moderate real gains nationwide. 

While this is encouraging for hard-pressed administrators of colleges and universities, there still are 
severe problem areas. 

For example, inflation took $6.60 of every $100 spent to operate U.S. colleges and universities over the 
past year, according to the Higher Education Price Index developed by D. Kent Halstead, a researcher for the National 
Institute of Education. This is reflected in the prices colleges and universities have to pay for goods and services. 
If this inflationary bite is applied over the preceding two years included in Dr. Chambers' calculations, the rate 
is seen to be closer to $15 of every $100 spent for university operations. 

At the same time, 55 of the 96 state and land-grant universities for which appropriations are reported in 
the Chambers1 analysis received smaller increases in their appropriations from states than the increase in the total 
appropriations for all of higher education in these states. 

In the case of the state of Maine, which showed a decrease, the drop in appropriations for the University 
of Maine was more than for the state as a whole. 

Other state and land-grant universities which had decreases included: Florida A S M  University, Florida 
State University, the University of Florida and the University of Vermont. 

At 25 other state and land-grant universities, increases recorded in state tax appropriations over a two-year 
period were less than the 15.7 percent increase in the Higher Education Price Index. 

Mr. Halstead believes that colleges and universities can expect inflation rates over the next few years 
to continue to run at the 6 to 7 percent rate. 

Over the past decade, Halstead calculates that the cost of operating colleges and universities has risen 
at an average of 6 to 7 percent a year. 

On this basis, the past year came out about average, Halstead writes, with college and university operating 
costs returning to a relatively normal level — or normal as defined at a time when such an inflation rate fails 
to stir the grave concern it would have five or six years ago. 

Halstead believes the rate of inflation for colleges and universities would have been even higher were it 
not for the efforts exerted at colleges and universities to hold faculty salary increases below general price 
increases. 

Garven Hudgins, Director 
Office of Research and Information 
National Association of State Universities 

and Land-Grant Colleges 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
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INTRODUCTICN 

Although the year 1975-76 apparently showed some slow and modest improvement in the condition of the national 
economy, a good deal of the numb panic and uncertainty of recent prior years continued to pervade the atmosphere. 
This was augmented by the excitements of the quadrennial national campaign and election year 1976, not to be calmed 
until early November. 

Despite the unfavorable factors, this present record of appropriations of state tax funds for annual operating 
expenses of higher education for fiscal year 1976-77 reveals that the weighted average rate of gain for all fifty 
states, over the immediately preceding two fiscal years, is 24 percent. Obviously this is nearly double the rate 
of price inflation over the same two years, and represents moderate real gains, nationwide. 

Closer inspection will disclose substantial variations according to geographic sections, different levels 
and types of higher educational institutions, the demographic and industrial conditions in the states and other 
influences. Before looking at those deviations briefly, it is well to place the generalized nationwide picture 
for 1976-77 in perspective with that of some recent earlier years. 

For six consecutive years since 1971-72, the comparable percentages of nationwide gain over the 
immediately preceding two years in each case: 

Year 
1971-72 

Year 
1972-73 

Year
1973-74

Year
1974-75

Year 
1975-76 

Year 
1976-77

Percentages of 
gain over 
immediately 
preceding two 
years 

24 
 

23 
 

25 
 

29 
 

28 
 

24 
 

At this point a dramatic observation emerges: Simply remove four of the ten most populous states from the 
50-state tabulations for fiscal year 1977, and the two-year rate of gain for the remaining 46 states becomes not 
24, but 30 percent—higher than the 50-state rate for any of the six years since 1971. The four big states, with 
their trifling percentages of gain, below concurrent rates of price inflation, are: Florida, 6 percent; New York, 
8; New Jersey, 9 and Illinois, 9. This pinpoints the areas of shortfall. 

Sectional Divergencies 

In the current fiscal year the differences among geographic regions appear starkly, more sharply marked 
than in many a previous year. First of all, the huge trans-Mississippi area, including Alaska and Hawaii (24 
states, including two of the ten most populous: California and Texas) made superior and above-average gains, 
with only six having slightly below average gains.  (Only one of the six, Missouri, is above the average of 
population among the fifty states.) 

The 24 trans-Mississippi states are led by Alaska (80 percent), Texas (72), North Dakota (54), Oklahoma 
(44), Nebraska (43), Nevada (42) and Idaho (40). Nine others made gains of between 29 and 39 percent. Imperial 
California, most populous state in the nation, made a gain of 34 percent. 

The scene is also almost uniformly progressive in what may be called the Upper South and Border states: 
Virginia (30), West Virginia (29) and Kentucky (30). Likewise in the South Central region: Arkansas (39) and 
Alabama (39). This area overlaps with the trans-Mississippi, where Texas and Oklahoma are already named as 
leaders. 

Change the focus now to the below-average-gaining states for 1976-77. Nine are concentrated in the Northeast: 
Five New England states (not including Rhode Island) and four Middle Atlantic states—New York, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey and Delaware. Three others are in the East North Central, not including Ohio and Indiana. Seven others 
are in the Southeast: Florida, Georgia, the two Carolinas, Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana. 

Here are 19 states concentrated in the Northeast quadrant and the Southeast, none of which made two-year 
gains of more than 23 percent. Way-down-East Maine shows an apparent two-year decrease of four percent. Vermont 
has no gain, no loss. Florida has a gain of six percent, not equal to the rate of general inflation. Three 
populous states of the Northeast, including the Empire State, now second only to California in population, 
have gains less than 10 percent: New York (8), Connecticut (8), New Jersey (9). 
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In the East North Central: Illinois (9), Wisconsin 112), Michigan (13). Indiana has 30 percent. Ohio, often 
a conspicuous laggard in past years, has 30 percent. Among all 26 states east of the Mississippi River, seven have 
gains, below ten percent; eight between 12 and 19 percent; five between 20 and 29 percent; and only six with thirty 
percent or more: Virginia (30), Indiana (30), Ohio (30), Kentucky (30), Rhode Island (38), Alabama (39). 

The whole large east-of-the-Mississippi area includes eight of the ten most populous states in the nation. 
All but Ohio have below-average gains over the immediately prior two years. In descending order of population, 
gains for these eight were: New York (8), Pennsylvania (15), Illinois (9), Ohio (30), Michigan (13), Florida (6), 
New Jersey (9) and Massachusetts (20). 

Early in 1977 nearly all the state legislatures will convene to make appropriations for fiscal year 1977-78, 
a year now in the future (for all except hard-^working budget-makers). January, 1977 will be the dawn of the nation's 
third century. It will be a time of fresh start and renewal of hopes for a century of advancing civilization. Support, 
expansion and improvement of higher education is an essential part of that picture. 

Limitations of the Data 

This is a good place to repeat that this eighteenth consecutive annual brochure reports nothing more than 
a simple rough-and-ready data-gathering enterprise, plus a few small steps in analysis focused entirely on the single 
concept of comparative changes for each successive fiscal year over its immediately preceding two-year period. This 
is simplistic, but also comprehensible. It does not bog down, in esoteric statistical exercises—the usual fate 
of efforts to quantify and compare a large number of variables. "Specious quantification of the unguantifiable 
can be as mischievous as ignoring it", is a profound remark attributed to Arthur M. Ross, former U. S. Commissioner 
of Labor Statistics. 

In this brochure the data are open, available for verification by anyone and freely accessible for use by 
anyone in whatever combinations with other data that may be desired. Such users are responsible for their own methods 
and results. More power to them! Let not the unquantifiable factors be overlooked, denigrated or dismissed 
insouciantly, as some, but not all, economists do. Mathematical manipulation of quantifiable features alone will 
almost always produces gravely erroneous conclusions. 

Therefore be warned. The appearance of neatness, symmetry, uniformity and accuracy produced by any series 
of tabulations of Arabic numerals is deceptive. The unspoken assumption that states, or institutions, or successive 
fiscal years, or individuals can be treated as exactly comparable in an absolute sense is naive in the extreme. 
The temporary faddish presumption that the far-reaching results or "product" of higher education can ever be captured 
and measured in numerals and decimal points and dollar signs is beneath contempt. As long as civilization advances, 
higher education will be supported, expanded and improved; when we turn back toward barbarism, then higher education 
will wither away. 

All of us who are concerned with this 18-year series of annual summary reports derive sane satisfaction 
from the fact that they are circulated regularly before the fiscal year to which each appertains has half elapsed. 
This results from alertness on the part of correspondents in the fifty state capitals and in various state 
universities; on the part of the GRAPEVINE office; on the part of the National Association of State Universities 
and Land-Grant Colleges in reproducing and distributing this report and on the part of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education which annually publishes the data. Owen B. Pruyne of Illinois State University, who currently works with 
me, joins me in this vouchsafing of appreciation and good wishes to our thousands of colleagues everywhere. 

M. M. Chambers 
Professor of Educational Administration 
and Consultant on Higher Education 

Illinois State University 
Normal, Illinois 61761 November, 1976 
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WHAT THE FIGURES ARE INTENDED TO MEAN 

The data for this report are supplied by key persons in each state who report them to the small monthly 
mimeographed newsletter GRAPEVINE. Their cooperation is indispensable. The ground-rules used to achieve an 
approach to uniformity of reporting are enumerated below. Diversities of practice among the fifty states make it 
impossible to eliminate all inconsistencies and accomplish absolute comparability among states and among 
institutions. We emphasize that comparisons are of limited usefulness, but have value if correctly interpreted. 

(1) We exclude appropriations for capital outlay. 

(2) We exclude any sums appropriated which clearly originated from sources other than state taxes, such as 
student fees or other institutional receipts.  (Some states capture these non-tax funds for the state treasury, 
and appropriate them to the institutions as a part of the total appropriations for operating expenses; but many 
states do not. Hence, it is necessary to peel off the non-tax institutional receipts in order to report appropriations 
of state tax funds.) 

(3) We include any sums appropriated for the annual operating expenses of the institutions of higher education, 
even if appropriated to some other agency of the state for ultimate allocation and payment to the institutions.  
(Some states appropriate, either occasionally or habitually, sums for such items as faculty fringe benefits under 
conditions such that only the total made available at the time can be known, and the actual allocations to several 
institutions cannot be known until after the end of the fiscal period.) 

(4) We include any pre-allocated state taxes whose proceeds are dedicated to any institution of higher 
education, bypassing the process of periodic appropriation by the legislature. 

(5) We would like to include, whenever practicable, separate appropriations for medical centers (including 
schools of medicine, dentistry, nursing, teaching hospitals and other appropriate appurtenances of a medical 
education complex); separate appropriations for agricultural experiment stations and cooperative agricultural 
extension services; and separate appropriations for branch institutions, regional campuses and any other off-campus 
outposts of universities or land-grant institutions. We cannot request this except in instances where it is easily 
practicable and would not involve delay in reporting. 

(6) We include sums derived from state tax funds and appropriated for state scholarships. This is 
regardless of whether such scholarships are tenable in public or private institutions, or tenable within or 
without the state. 

(7) We include sums appropriated to statewide governing or coordinating boards, regardless of whether 
for the expenses of the board or for ultimate allocation to the institutions. 

(8) We emphasize that the data in this report are in preliminary form and subject to verification and change. 
In several of the state tabulations the items may not add up to the indicated total. Minor discrepancies may be 
attributed to rounding. Where the discrepancies are substantial, the investigator, while reasonably confident of 
the total, may have encountered difficulty in obtaining from his sources consistent reports of some items. To check 
and verify every item would be a costly and time-consuming project which would delay the publication of this report 
beyond the time when it is most useful. 

(9) If any funds from federal general revenue sharing are applied to operating expenses of higher education, 
they are meant to be excluded here. This summary is intended to include only net state tax funds. 
 
 


















































